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The News
For the second semester, Gilman will 

be welcoming back an art teacher, Mr. 
Jim Condron. While Mr. Connolly takes 
his eight-month sabbatical, Mr. Con-
dron will be filling his position in the 
art department. Having his full support, 
Mr. Connolly praised Mr. Condron as “a 
great guy who will do a great job.” While 
Mr. Connolly works on his own proj-
ects, Ms. Huntoon-Perkins will serve 
as the acting Art Department chair and 
Mr. Condron will teach Mr. Connolly’s 
Drawing/Painting 1 and 2, as well as the 
advanced Studio 3 and 4 classes.

Mr. Condron has been teaching since 
1995. His experiences include teach-
ing at the Maryland Institute College of 
Art and Johns Hopkins University. Cur-
rently, he is an adjunct professor at both 
Towson and Stevenson Universities. Mr. 
Condron teaches an array of classes at 
each college including Design, Drawing, 
Watercolor, Painting, and Art History. 
Mr. Condron enjoys giving his students 

“what [he] has to offer.” Judging by Mr. 
Condron’s experience and time spent 
at Gilman as an artist in residence in 
2005, teaching classes here again will 
be no problem.

Gilman specifically appeals to Mr. 
Condron since it has an “environment 
of learning and respect for the fine 
arts,” making Mr. Condron consider the 
school an institution at which he would 
like to teach. Once at Gilman, Mr. Con-
dron wishes to support the work that 
Mr. Connolly is doing while making an 
impact on the school. 

Mr. Condron is very enthusiastic 
about art, but acknowledges that the 
mastery of it “is extremely difficult.” He 
finds “fulfillment in working towards 
mastery,” which always propels him to 
do great artwork. Mr. Condron is sure to 
do a great job and is an asset to Gilman. 
On behalf of the Gilman community, we 
hope that Mr. Condron finds his time 
here at Gilman productive and enjoy-
able. 

Mr. Condron Fills Mr. Connolly’s Shoes for the Spring Semester
BY MATT LARSON

 The bulletin board has been defiled. 
It has been warped into a means to 
let off steam, not enact change. It has 
become a way for students to appease 
their apparent anger, and then move 
on, leaving behind nothing but peeling 
neon cards. Sorry to whoever put that 
useless card saying if students post 
enough, something will get done. It 
looks like you were wrong. 
 As lines of neatly arranged Post-It 
notes amassed on the bulletin board, 
it really seemed that the student-body 
was heading in the right direction. 
Nearly illegible writing provoked 
discussion, which bolstered even more 
discussion. What a sight - the student 
body was finally speaking out and advo-
cating for change.  How empowering 
it must have felt to voice our opinion.  
Kudos to all who posted! But before we 
bask in self-fulfillment, I have just one 
question: What did we actually do? It 
may sound condescending and mean-
spirited, but in all seriousness, what we 
do after posting so much on the bulletin 
board?
 One can foolishly point a finger and 

draw up elaborate excuses for the lack 
of progress from the board postings, 
but call for change has faded into the 
winter wind. 
 Students have not developed a coher-
ent argument concerning the lunch pro-
gram, therefore nothing has been done. 
I think a majority of students illogically 
demean the lunch program, because it’s 
“bad”. Ohhh, and there is the laughable 
argument regarding the country store. 
Apparently, Flik is serving us food with 
nutritional value, so we won’t consume 
it.  Then, we will turn to the country 
store to satisfy our needs. How could 
I be so simple-minded to forget that 
Gilman is a mass consumer of grocer-
ies, taking in enormous amounts of raw 
product and racking up major dis-
counts? At which point they sell dollar 
snacks to hungry high-school students, 
amassing large profits, which of course 
are stored in a Swiss bank account. 
What a humorous load of nonsense! 
 Students did not formulate a well-
rounded argument concerning the 
lunch program (and I am being quite 
generous to say it was even an argu-
ment). They didn’t explicitly state what 
was wrong and what they wanted to see 
changed.

     It may seem as a shocker, but on 
the Gilman website there is a section 
devoted to comments for Flik, and they 
actually read them. A month or two ago, 
I politely proposed that since winter 
was dawning upon us, hot tea or hot 
chocolate would be a fine compliment 
to lunch. Three days later, there was 
hot chocolate. Cheers to being civil and 
direct. 
 When asked about the bulletin-board 
discussion on lunches, Flik officials 
were clueless. They thought that by cre-
ating an online section for comments, 

students would actually comment. Or 
even better, students would come down 
and talk face to face about problems. 
“We don’t bite,” Ms. Celeste noted. So 
then why is the Gilman student body so 
afraid to talk about issues concerning 
the lunch program? Why can’t we be 
civil and effective? Do we want to com-
ment or complain? 

 P.S. [I earnestly await your reaction. 
Please submit a letter to the editor. Or 
raise the level of discourse on the bul-
letin board beyond a rant.] 

A Waste of Cards: Reflections on 
the Bulletin Board 

BY TEDDY DELWICHE

Monumental Birches (photo by Jim Condron)

Cosmos II (photo by Jim Condron)
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Yesterday my country was red and blue,
but not white.
It was black and white
although smoke still lingered
from the previous night.
It was an undesirable block
Full of dope, coke, and rock.
A man painted the street red
Another man lay there dead
Blue jacket, blue bandana
a soul of Americana
No older than fifteen
Another militant teen
The artist dropped his
9mm brush
into a sewer,
Blues were better
when they
were fewer.
Before the show
there was a glimmer of white
from the eyes of a boy
who peered out of his window.
But they became blood red
when he saw the sight.
No innocence, no peace
Not even a press release.
Only twenty miles away
Red and Blue struggled
in a power play.
Armani suits
With little pins of little flags
Politicians’ dog tags
Fighting for their faction
Instead of taking action.
So much external protection
So much internal insurrection
The American Dream pushed
into obscurity
for a reality of impurity
Where the hell is Homeland Security?

Politicizing Violence
Is it Right?

BY BILLY SEIBEL

July 5th
BY SETH GRAY

When Gabrielle Giffords was shot in 
Arizona, media outlets began to plan 
how they would cover the story so that 
it would appeal to its viewers. As the 
mainstream media, which is gener-
ally liberal, began to look for causes, 
they began to blame the tea party in 
order to tarnish Sarah Palin’s reputa-
tion. However on the Monday after the 
shooting, Glenn Beck announced on his 
show a pledge to the American people. 
Since he is considered extreme by the 
left, his pledge went largely unnoticed. 
However, in his pledge, he stayed away 
from blaming any side of the politi-
cal spectrum and forbade any violence 
whatsoever. 

He also brought to light the tendency 
of the liberal media not to general-
ize groups behind violence, but when 
it has a chance to blame the right, it 
often latches onto it. For example, the 
man who attempted to blow up the 
Christmas tree lighting in Oregon was 
a Jihadist, but the mainstream media 
looked past this and did not blame his 
acts on all other Muslims. However, 
when Giffords was shot, an article on 
CBS, a mainstream media outlet, was 
published the same day illuminating 
this mercurial exploitation, “...Critics 
of Sarah Palin have already drawn a 
link between the shooting and the fact 
that the former Alaska governor put 
Giffords on a “target list” of lawmak-
ers Palin wanted to see unseated in the 
midterm elections.” Why blame the Tea 
Party when this man, Jared Loughner, 
was clearly insane? He believed that 
President George W. Bush was respon-
sible for the events of September 11th, 
and that the Mars landing was fake. 

Moreover he was deeply obsessed with 
mind control. A look into his You Tube 
channel shows that his only favorite 
video is one in which a man burns the 
American Flag. As angry as some of the 
people in the Tea Party may be, I do not 
believe that a single one of them would 
burn the flag.

I believe that if we wish to be fellow 
Americans, we should come together 
and unite. We will become stronger as 
a nation and not focus on the politics 
of the matter, but instead, will bring 
comfort to the families of those killed 
or injured in the tragedy.

At Gilman, we sign the honor pledge 
after tests and quizzes. If someone 
should feel that signing the honor 
pledge infringes on their beliefs, I do 
not think that they would remain a 
member of the community. Honor is 
honor and that’s it. As a community we 
must work together and follow a call 
for non-violence, regardless of politi-
cal agenda. I don’t think we have gone 
to the extreme of physical violence, but 
there are things that can be changed. 
It’s simple, let’s just be civil and listen 
to one another. Then, we will marvel 
at the many accomplishments we will 
achieve as a community.

Why is it so hard to sign a pledge 
against non-violence? Yes, Glenn Beck 
is considered by many to be extreme in 
his views, but the one time he creates a 
non-partisan pledge, only 14 senators 
sign it. There is no shame in signing 
this pledge, yet people continue to 
distance themselves from it. I challenge 
you, Gilman, to go online to read the 
full letter, and to sign it. 

Top: Gabrielle Giffords (D-AZ); Bot-
tom: Shooter Jared Lee Loughner.
Photos courtesy of NY Daily News

Photo courtesy of The White House. 
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“The Race to Nowhere”

Radio Club Returns
BY BRIAN CHOO

Letter to the Editor: iPad Speaks to Gilman      
 Beneath that silvery and shiny coat-
ing that the iPad so boastfully displays, 
lies something deeper, a voice calling out 
in the wilderness of technology. Crazy 
enough, the iPad is crying to Gilman right 
now; it’s literally talking to us. This isn’t 
some bad fifth remake of a horror movie; 
this is a call for reform, in this present 
time, at this exact location, Gilman, by a 
ten inch slate. 
 It’s hard to overlook the fact that more 
and more students are getting the iPad. I 
now periodically see a small crowd of stu-
dents huddled around, intently watching 
and contemplating better ways to shoot 
birds at little pigs. Walking by, I can only 
sigh, and think to myself, yep that kid has 
an iPad. 
 Right now iPad is non functional at 
Gilman, for students are quickly access-
ing games, music, videos, and other great 
distractions.  It’s not being misused, for 
iPad was never created for the classroom. 
iPad was created to drive mass-consum-
erism; it was created for internet, movies, 
games, and music. But what students 
fail to understand is that the iPad has 

evolved; it has taken on more the use of 
a business tablet. iPad is not merely a toy 
any more, but can be utilized for school-
ing purposes. 
 This is where the faculty and adminis-
tration need to come in. It’s quite laugh-
able to think that students are naturally 
going to use technology productively; it 
just doesn’t work out all perfectly. Since 
we have allowed for macbooks, and PCs, 
and now the iPad enter into Gilman, 
we have to dedicate time to teach the 
functionality of these technologies.  Mr. 
Heubeck, chair of upper-school technol-
ogy comments, “The burden is on the 
school and the teachers to teach the boys 
how to use it in an educational way. I 
would be foolish to say, look your gonna 
be in my euro/ideo class and this is all 
you need, have at it.” We can’t turn our 
back on technology today, it’s around us 
and it’s happening. We can’t both advo-
cate against laptops or internet usage, 
and then tell our students to email their 
paper. We have to change the over arching 
mind set of students, so that no longer is 
something just a self-indulging toy.  

 I admit, I have a lot of 
problems with the iPad, but I 
am actually glad it has forged 
its way into Gilman.  The iPad 
has rekindled old issues, and 
challenged us to adapt. For 
a while, we have merely let 
students bring laptops into 
school and use them during 
study hall, and now we are 
allowing the iPad to be used. 
But what we need to do, and 
we need to do it soon, is learn. 
We need to learn the function-
ality of the technology around 
us, become experts at actually 
producing things. Then, pass 
this off to students, to ensure 
that technology is used in a 
way that best fits its environ-
ment, schools.

- Theodore Delwiche

The Gilman Radio Club is again active under the tutelage of 
Jonny Pine (‘12) and club sponsor Mr. Carey. Pine was motivated 
to revive the club, which also was in form last school year, because 
he wanted to “continue it and make it better.”

Content produced and selected by members as well as school 
announcements will be broadcast via the internet. New content 
will be released and rerun in six-hour time blocks and refreshed 
daily or weekly. Planned music broadcasts include shows entitled 
“Genre Hour”, “What’s on Your iPod?”, and “Band ‘R’ Us”, which 
focuses on school bands as well as new bands. Also to be covered 
are sports, both Gilman and professional, and the shows are 
fittingly called “Hound Talk” and “Pro Sports”. General news 
from around Gilman, including arts news, upcoming events, and 
interviews, are also planned.

To expand its reach and flexibility beyond Gilman’s radio 
room, club sponsor SFM Sports will provide servers and net-
books so members can produce and release content anywhere 
there is internet access.

Indeed, current plans for the club present an exciting outlook 
for its future.

 The first time I read about the docu-
mentary, I knew that it would be more 
than a visual experience. I anticipated 
that “Race to Nowhere,” heralded by the 
Los Angeles Times as a “dire warning” 
of the increasing stress that schools are 
beginning to impose on students, would 
appease my feelings of loneliness in this 
insidious academic process. I wanted 
to see others who had suffered copious 
amounts of homework and all too fre-
quent tests, all while balancing athletics 
and other extracurricular involvements. 
Due to the regulations about “personal 
use” of the film, I decided that I would get 
the film shown at Gilman. Not only did I 
want to find personal solace in the film, 
but I also wanted to inspire the tri-school 
and its administrators to see our struggle 
and perhaps implement changes in the 
curriculum. Although Gilman initially 
seemed enthusiastic, I ran into some 
administrative roadblocks after acquir-
ing the necessary forms and my hopes 
were temporarily crushed. I became 
elated after hearing that the movie would 
be shown at the Park School and after 
getting a ticket from a friend, anxiously 
awaited the screening. 
 Watching the film, all I could think of 
was how close the film’s subjects resem-
bled the people I see every day. The movie 
proved an accurate representation of the 
four years that a typical Gilman upper 
school student follows, forced to concede 
time with family and friends in order to 
accommodate often-ridiculous levels of 
homework and mandatory athletics. Per-
haps the most poignant part of the film 
is the director’s inspiration, a high school 
freshman whose suicide came as a result 
of her failing a math test after years of 
exceptional grades. The girl’s inability to 
reconcile a grade drop proves an alarm-
ing indicator of the pressure we face.
The film’s message particularly reso-
nates in the Gilman community where, 
although no overt encouragement of 
outright competition exists, the emphasis 
on “excellence” and academic tradition 

create a culture based on objective suc-
cess in all areas of study. The philosophy 
puts additional demands on the students 
when paired with Advanced Placement 
classes, forcing them to take additional 
exams and experience less dynamic 
courses. Although selecting difficult 
classes might be a self/parent-imposed 
stressor, the creation of AP tracks of 
learning just makes the classes the next 
logical step in one’s education and desire 
to attend the college his choice. The insti-
tution of AP classes not only puts extra 
pressure on students to perform well on 
standardized tests, but also stifles the 
teachers’ freedom to develop curricula 
which they believe will prepare the stu-
dents best for further learning. 
 The film also focuses on the direct 
effects that this “race to nowhere” puts 
on the students, some of which Gilman 
has experienced. Students interviewed 
in the film passively accepted cheating as 
a necessary step in dealing with the bar-
rages of tests and reduced time to study. 
I have seen this very attitude at Gilman, 
concretely represented in the seemingly 
endless stream of cases presented to the 
Honor Board. Although the Honor Code 
proves a valiant attempt at abolishing 
cheating, it cannot stand alone as an 
adequate deterrence to undercutting the 
system, especially when a student does 
so successfully. In addition to cheating, 
teenagers are beginning to resort to ADD 
medications like Ritalin, Adderall, and 
Focalin to gain an edge and increased 
focus when studying for tests. Although 
easily dismissed as a lapse in judgment 
and a fault of the student, this trend cer-
tainly illuminates a deeply dark side of 
academic burden.
 Maybe students themselves are chang-
ing. With modern technology, teenagers 
are constantly bombarded with multiple 
media of social interaction and extrane-
ous distraction. Regardless, the flaws in 
American education are finally receiving 
serious attention not only from movies 
like “Race to Nowhere,” but also from 

mediocrity in recent PISA test results, 
showing that the system is indeed fail-
ing even the best students. Over the past 
four years, I have found myself and many 
others becoming less inspired and pas-
sionate about certain subjects due to the 
absurd workload. 
 This disaffection with the current 
system lies not just in slackers and not 
just in students who challenge them-
selves. In fact, the students are not alone 
in the struggle. As “Race To Nowhere” 
shows, teachers themselves have lost 
passion in what they deemed their dream 
profession, constantly forced to teach 
inflexible curricula. If Gilman wants to 
breed inspired students who truly want 
to learn, our educational philosophy 

must be congruent with other values that 
we preach. The school might be steeped 
in tradition, but habit should not imply 
rigidity. This movie does not undermine 
our system. It does show, however, that 
even if nothing changes, we must discuss 
and reconsider the system we employ 
and the classes we teach. Our minds are 
depending on it. 
 “Race to Nowhere” will be shown at 
Gilman at a later date this year. It will 
most likely be open to the whole commu-
nity, not just Gilman. I strongly encour-
age everybody to attend.

                -Michael N. Katz

Photo courtesy of Apple Press Relations
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Technology in the Upper School has 
had its fair share of ups and downs this 
year. In the past few months, 

Educational Technology Services 
(ETS) have deployed a  host of new tech-
nologies. Some met immediate success 
while others were plagued with per-
petual instability. The second semester 
brings solutions to the hurdles of 2010 
(we hope) and some novel future devel-
opments as well. 

Foremost on most students’ and 
teachers’ minds is the status of the Citrix 
thin client laptops, the backbone of Up-
per School computing. The first semes-
ter of the school year found these new 
machines to be often unusable in classes 
when the load of users was too much 
for the system to handle. Over Winter 
Break, ETS consulted with Plan B Tech-
nologies, a Maryland firm specializing 
in administrating Citrix servers. Plan B 
evaluated the school’s Citrix infrastruc-
ture and found two high-priority items 
to be fixed, as well as other low and me-
dium priority suggestions. The largest 
issue, causing the majority of problems 
for users, was the issue of load balanc-
ing – that is, evenly distributing clients 
across the numerous servers. All clients 
attempting to log on were being sent to 
the same server, overloading it and thus 
bringing down the network. To resolve 
this problem, Plan B advised Gilman 
to restart the Citrix servers daily. “We 
changed that before exams; once we had 
made that change, it seemed to stabilize 
the system,” Mr. Gorski noted. Minor 
login issues may persist, he continued, 
for users that “have multiple active pro-
files simultaneously.” In other words, 
students try to log onto two different 
machines at the same time, the system 
hangs up. If a user is logged on in the li-
brary, and attempts to log onto a thin cli-
ent laptop, his profile will stall, resulting 
in a visit to the ETS office. ETS plans to 
modify the system to allow for multiple 
logins when they have a chance. This 
will require them to interrupt service so 
it will be done this summer when school 
is not in session. 

Looking ahead, Mr. Gorski has a larg-
er vision for the thin client model – even-
tually, he hopes students will be able to 
run Citrix client software on their own 
personal computers. This will allow us 
to bring our own machines on campus 
and access our files and school applica-
tions, without losing any of our comput-
ers’ functionality. Everyone will have 
access to a common desktop, whether or 
not they bring in their own computers. 
Logically, such a system would also work 
off-campus, and eliminate the need for 
FTP: students will be able to access all 
their files and applications at home, via 
Citrix. Summarizing long-term goals for 
Upper School technology, Mr. Gorski re-
marked, “We’re trying to create an infra-
structure similar to a college campus.”

Two years ago, the Macintosh com-
puters that inhabited the Publications 
Lab disappeared, replaced by Lenovo 
desktops, which ran the same Win-
dows operating system as the rest of the 
school. This spring marks a return to 
Macintoshes for digital media produc-
tion in the Upper School: in a few weeks, 
the Publications Lab (home to The Gil-
man News, Cynosure, and Paragon) and 
the Video Lab (C-218) will house Apple 

STATE OF TECHNOLOGY
Macintoshes Plot Their Return; Citrix, Moodle Examined 

iMacs. The inhabitants of the Publica-
tions Lab  are almost universally pleased 
with the decision: David Cha (’13), a Cy-
nosure staff member, says, “[I] look for-
ward to working in a generally improved 
production atmosphere.” Working with 
another external consultancy firm, ETS 
will integrate the Macs of the Upper 
School with the existing PC-oriented 
network, granting the iMacs access to 
the same files and internet connection as 
the existing computers. Mr. Ciccanti (US 
Coordinator of Web Resources) opined, 
“It’s a welcome improvement. We’re very 
happy to be moving back to our platform 
of choice.”

Finally, Moodle. In Mr. Gorski’s 
words, “It’s been a bigger success than I 
could have ever imagined.” The original 
plan, he said, was to have twenty teach-
ers in each of the three divisions adopt 
the new-and-improved “teacher pages” 
at the beginning of the school year, 
phasing in the rest of the school by the 
beginning of the second semester. The 
faculty response after the first few weeks 
of school was so positive, however, that 
everyone wanted to shift from the old 
Silverpoint pages to Moodle immediate-
ly. The response from the student body, 
however, has been mixed, ranging from 
indifference to disdain to fully embrac-
ing the new communication method. 
Andrew Katz (’13) summed up differing 
perspectives: “Some kids find it useful 
and  take advantage of it, while others 
find it easier to not use it. I am in be-
tween.” Mr. Brooks echoed 
Katz’s perspective, not-
ing different uses in 
different departments: 
“Frankly, I don’t see 
how it is practical in 
math - workarounds 
for mathematical 
notation are time 
consuming and dif-
ficult.” Mr. Heubeck, 
the Upper School 

BY RISHI BEDI

Evan Sweren (’11): It hasn’t 
changed my life except for the fact 
that I now have a new word in my vo-
cabulary: Moodle. I’m a traditionalist 
- I prefer chalkboards, cork boards, 
and any other boards that promote 
one on one contact. I’m not sure how 
a community is supposed to be a com-
munity when we resort to the internet 
as a means of communication. What 
happened to talking, to kids paying 
attention in class?

Sam Davidoff-Gore (’11): My 
Latin teacher (Ms. DeSantis) has defi-
nitely tried to use it for collaborative 
projects and it’s a good idea…but we 
tend to put it off and therefore it’s not 
as effective. I’m still in the camp that 
likes books and human interaction 
when it comes to learning.

Daniel Citron (’12): It’s not re-
ally about the fact that we’re get-
ting Macs or PCs – its that we’re 
getting computers that are actu-
ally going to work. We’ll be able 
to focus on being creative, rather 
than focusing on whether or not 
the computer is working. 

Daniel Hoffman (’11): On the 
PCs: The programs crash con-
stantly, erase work and make the 
user extremely frustrated, so the 
PCs couldn’t leave fast enough. 
New Macs will make publications 
much more efficient and will give 
the user more reliability than be-
fore. 

John Chirikjian (’13): The new 
iMacs should provide a cleaner, 
faster, and seamless workspace for 
all News and Cynosure staff.  No 
longer wasting time with techni-
cal glitches, students can strive 
to reach their true creative poten-
tials as the first few iMacs trickle 
in later this spring.

Sam Davidoff-Gore (’11): For about 
two or three months, it would be a guess-
ing game as to which laptops in the Writ-
ing Center would have access to GILNET, 
which ones would have a limited profile, 
and which ones would have a full pro-
file. I’d say the problems, besides taking a 
while for programs to load, are fixed. 

Sam Williams (’11): In the limited ex-
perience I’ve had with the thin clients 
recently, they do seem to be getting a bit 
better: applications open faster, although 
there are still slowdowns at times. I think 
it’s reaching the level it should have been 
at at the beginning of the year.

Michael Knudsen (’13): Pretty much 
everytime I log onto a school laptop, none 
of my icons on the desktop immediately 
appear and the internet is extremely slow. 
When Citrix doesnt cause the icons to dis-
appear, however, the internet is fine.

Chris Cortezi (’13): I’m in Humanities, 
so I use them everyday – it’s a 1 in 3 shot 
that I can’t log on.

Sam Williams (’11): It’s not earth 
shattering but its nice to have things 
consolidated: it generally streamlines 
things, and its reliable.

Andrew Katz (’13): Personally, I 
am neutral towards Moodle. Some kids 
find it useful and take advantage of it, 
while others find it easier to not use it. I 
am in between. 

Daniel Hoffman (’11): Moodle is a 
great way to keep my classes organized 
all on one site and the fact that every 
teacher at Gilman uses it makes things 
that much easier.

Josh Yang (’12) - I prefer that we 
had kept [Silverpoint] Teacher Pages – it  
was all in one place, and a lot easier to 
handle. 

Tommy Monahan (’13) - As teach-
ers try extremely hard to use Moodle as 
much as possible, it often presents un-

predictable problems or confusion 
that lead to me not knowing what the 
homework is. I think that some teach-
ers use it to the best of their abilities, 
but others simply put up bulletins – I  
feel like a lot of teachers feel like they 
have to. 

Alec Tarantino (’12) - Moodle 
really has not impacted my academ-
ic experience in a major way. I’ve 
certainly found it to be a great tool. 
However, I think a lot of teachers fail 
to exploit its entire potential.

Michael Knudsen (’13) - Moo-
dle really has improved my academic 
experience as far as organization 
goes. I think it’s really hard, espe-
cially with the amount of work we 
are getting, to keep all of our assign-
ments and homeworks together for 
each class. It has helped me keep all 
my individual classes organized and 
easy to access.

Is Moodle Useful?

Future of CitrixMac is Back

Technology Coor-
dinator, is an avid 
user of Moodle 
in the classroom. 
He remarks, “I 
use Moodle as the 
main vehicle for 
all information. I 
start class by put-
ting the Moodle 
page up - students 
cannot avoid it at 
all.” He also, how-
ever, understands 
potential trepida-
tion standing in 
the way of wide-
spread adoption: 
“teachers have 
demonstrated a 

clear ability to teach without it, and its 
more work on the frontend than people 
want to get into.”

Other student responses  can be 
found below, as well as selected opinions 
on the new Macintoshes and Citrix is-
sues. 
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Many Americans are beginning to 
speculate that China may rule the world 
one day. Not to worry though, Auguste 
Yung (’12) has not been living in China for 
the past six months because he decided 
to defect from the United States. 
 “Using second language as the vehicle 
and another culture as the extension of 
our classrooms” School Year Abroad 
teaches “students self-reliance, respon-
sible decision-making, resourcefulness, 
adaptability, and respect for difference” 
(School Year Abroad Mission Statement) 
through immersion programs. Last year, 
Auguste applied =to School Year Abroad 
hoping to further his study of the Chinese 
culture and language. He is spending the 
entirety of this year living with a Chinese 
family in Beijing exploring the differ-
ences between Chinese and American 
culture.
 The following message is f rom 
Auguste, shedding some light on the 
unique experience he currently enjoys.

 Waking up every morning I no longer 
register that I’m in a completely foreign 
country. China, and more specifically 
Beijing, has really become a home for me 
this year. After putting on the tracksuit-
looking school uniform that all the high 

school students in China wear, I jump 
on my bike, leave the traditional Beijing 
Hutong, literally meaning alleyway, in 
which I’m staying for the year, and head 
to school. 
 All forty-eight of the American School 
Year Abroad students start the day with 
two, fifty-minute Chinese classes. Our 
teachers drill us with questions in rapid 
Chinese until we can recite grammar 
structures and new vocabulary in our 
sleep. Although they are tough, the Chi-
nese classes are probably the best aspect 
of school here. 
 Everything you learn you can immedi-
ately use when you see your host parents 
later that day. It’s extremely satisfying to 
know that everything taught in class is 
actually relevant to daily life. Aside from 
Chinese class, I attend the usual Pre Cal-
culus and English courses accompanied 
by contemporary Chinese History. 
 After the tiring school day is over, I 
usually play soccer, basketball or occa-
sionally go around the corner for a snack 
from the various food stalls lining the 
streets. Whether I am exploring the city 
with friends, or hiking The Great Wall 
with my host Dad, China never seems to 
get old. 
 As exciting as China is, I do miss some 

 The global “war on terror” launched 
by President Bush after September 11, 
2001 may have weakened al-Qaeda and 
prevented serious attacks on the West, 
but these successes have come at a great 
cost. After nearly a decade of war, Ameri-
cans have grown tired of a seemingly 
Sisyphean struggle to displace violent 
Islamic extremists. More importantly, the 
Afghanistan and Iraq Wars have drained 
America’s treasury, alienated its allies, 
and invigorated its enemies. As Arabs 
and Muslims continue to object America’s 
support of Israel and the regional pres-
ence of American forces, the U.S. is 
engaged in struggle whose ends do not 
justify their means.
 The Afghanistan and Iraq wars have 
cost 6,000 American lives and over $1.1 
trillion (The Economist). Furthermore, 
each American soldier now costs upwards 
of $500,000 annually. 
 Thus, the question must arise, do 
the long term, potential successes of a 
strong American presence in the Middle 
East justify America’s sacrifices? Despite 
the comments of Gary Sick, who served 
on the National Security Council under 
Presidents Ford and Carter, that “If our 
main purpose has been to keep oil flow-
ing, well, it works,” the Persian Gulf now 
supplies barely 10% of America’s oil (The 
Economist). 
 Accordingly, America’s sacrifices have 
not been worth the long term reward of 
oil. America projects that over the next 25 
years its dependence on Gulf energy will 
fall (The Economist). Consequently, the 
two wars that have produced the great-
est rallying call to jihad over America’s 

presence in the Middle East have, in 
essence, proved more of an effort of global 
good than self-betterment. By protecting 
itself from a Middle Eastern oil shock, 
America’s actions benefit emerging rivals 
like China and India.
 Perhaps the most damaging part of 
America’s wars in the Middle East is the 
changing perception of Americans. While 
Arabs once differentiated between a dis-
like for American policies and the Ameri-
can people, the two now tend to coincide, 
according to Shibley Telhami of the 
University of Maryland (The Economist). 
Arabs also continue to support those who 
stand up to America and Israel. The two 
names that top the list of admired leaders 
are Turkey’s Recep Tayyip Erdogan and 
Hugo Chavez (The Economist). 
 Even the governments that America 
has helped established in Afghanistan 
and Iraq appear flimsy and corrupt. Iraq’s 
new government has been plagued with 
issues since its inception on December 
21st. The greatest problem facing the 
fledgling democracy is the struggle for 
power between the Sunnis and Shiites. 
 Although the new government seeks 
to bring checks and balances to a gov-
ernment that has been dominated in 
the past four years by Prime Minister 
Nuri al-Maliki, government positions 
have largely been awarded along ethnic 
and sectarian lines (The Economist). A 
great worry remains the failure to name 
three “power ministers” to run interior, 
defense, and national security. These 
positions are vital because Iraq’s future 
depends upon their civilian control. 
Overall, the government remains shaky 
and unstable, indicating that America’s 
incredible investment in the country may 

prove to be a bust.
 Afghanistan appears only slightly 
better under the corrupt and incompetent 
Karzai regime. The U.S. still struggles to 
establish order and wrest control of the 
country from the Taliban. According to 
General Petraeus, the country may only 
be stable enough to remove a sizeable 
portion of America’s military presence by 
2013 (Time). In addition, Afghanistan’s 
plight is compounded by India and Paki-
stan, who continue to use Afghanistan 
as a pawn in their struggle against one 
another.
 At the same time, America cannot 
simply extricate itself from the mess it has 
created. Neighboring Pakistan harbors 
more than 80 nuclear weapons, and with 
a history of military coups, its question-
able civilian government could lose these 
weapons to Islamic extremists (Time). In 
turn, such a disaster would pose a seri-

ous threat to both the United States and 
its allies, mainly Israel. America needs a 
strong presence in the area surrounding 

Pakistan to prevent such an occurrence.
 At the moment, Pakistan still sup-
ports the Taliban, meaning that unless 
America can convince Pakistan that it is 
in Afghanistan for the long haul, Pakistan 
will continue to support the Taliban and 
perpetuate the conflict. Even supposing 
that America does this and establishes a 
strong Afghan military, it would cost the 
U.S. about $8 billion per year (Time). In 
addition, the Taliban could overpower the 
Afghan military and retake the holdings 
America has won in the past ten years.
 In effect, Afghanistan will require 
years of American and NATO financial 
and military support to establish itself. 
Even then, the country will need to 
establish a strong agricultural economy 
to ensure nation-wide stability (Time). 
Though America needs to keep tabs on 
Pakistan, the price it will pay through its 
war in Afghanistan alone is enormous. 

Establishing a strong Ameri-
can-Afghan alliance still holds 
no guarantees to preventing an 
Islamic coup in Pakistan. The 
conflict in Afghanistan, though 
undoubtedly important, has 
produced more issues for the 
United States than it could 
possibly resolve. Since 2001, 
America has seen its influence 
in the Middle East erode while 
it has mired itself in a modern 
day Vietnam, with no clear end 
in sight. Even if America could 
place Afghanistan back on its 
feet as a valuable ally against 
a coup in Pakistan, these gains 

could not make up for the palpable shift 
in Middle Eastern attitudes toward 
America.

News Analysis: Unending War on Terror
BY HARRISON EBELING

Auguste Yung (‘12) 
Reports From China

BY ALEC TARANTINO

aspects of American life. For instance, I 
am often pained by the occasional, insa-
tiable craving for a Big Mac. Getting to 
spend the year in a totally foreign country 
while learning the language and culture 
is an adventure I would never give up as 
well as an experience that I recommend 
to all Gilman students. 

 For those who think they might be 
interested in School Year Abroad like 
Auguste, visit sya.org for more informa-
tion, or check out the piece that CNN did 
on School Year Abroad’s China program 
(http://www.cnn.com/2011/WORLD/
asiapcf/01/18/china.us.student/index.
html)

Photo courtesy of NowPublic.com

Photo courtesy of Auguste Yung (‘12)
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Four Questions
1) If you could go anywhere in the world for spring 

break, where would it be?
2) Who is your favorite Jersey Shore character?

3) Arnold Palmer or Vitamin Water at the country 
store?

4) Who is your dream valentine?

Oliver Yossif ‘14 says
1. Portugal, long story
2. I don’t watch it, sorry
3. Arnold Palmer... but 
really, Powerade
4. I have no idea

Alex Yoo ‘13 says
1. North Korea
2. Mike
3. Arnold Palmer
4. Snooki

Alex Fang ‘12 says
1. Narnia
2. The one whose name ends 
in “i” or “y”
3. Arnold Palmer
4. Anyone with the capacity 
to love...or a pulse

Andrew Riina ‘11 says
1. Jersey Shore, spe-
cifically club Karma in 
Seaside Heights
2. The Situation
3. Whatever The Situa-
tion would choose
4. Jwoww

Mr. Baker says
1. New Orleans, LA
2. The shallow, loud, meat-
headed, husky, Ed Hardy 
loving, walking stereotype 
who cries and fights a lot 
with the helmet hair and 
spray-tan
3. Vitamin Water
4. On the record: My wife; 
off the record, Natalie Port-
man

Class of 2012 Commits 
As the second semester gets under-

way, many people will be working hard 
to get good grades in an effort to please 
their parents and meet academic goals. 
However, three juniors can rest a little 
easier knowing that they have all but as-
sured themselves a spot in college. An-
drew Harris, Robby Haus, and Jake Mat-
thai are this year’s “junior commits.”

While Matthai and Haus are heading 
for the lacrosse field, Harris will spend 
considerable time on the “football pitch,” 
and I’m not talking about tackle football. 
Students in the school will recognize 
Harris as the brick wall between the 
pipes for the Gilman Greyhounds’ soccer 
team. Harris is a two-year starter, and 
three-year varsity member who will be 
taking his talents south to Wake Forest 
University for the 2012-13 school year. 
Harris, who additionally had offers from 
Maryland and UNC, chose Wake Forest 
because “coming from Gilman, [he] felt 
that Wake gave the same ‘small-school’ 
feel that [he] loves about Gilman.” Har-
ris also said that he fell in love with the 
campus the second he stepped onto it. 
All of the aforementioned schools are a 
part of the Atlantic Coast Conference. 
Coincidence? Not in the slightest – Har-
ris later went on to describe the ACC as 
“one of, if not the best, conference in 
the country.” Harris explained that he 
wanted to challenge himself and play at 
a high level. Harris, who has competed 
against some of the country’s stiffest 
high school competition, both on school 
and club teams, thought this to be the 
only logical continuation of his soccer ca-
reer. Andrew also cited the fact that Jay 
Vidovich, the head coach of the Demon 
Deacons, is one of the most respected in 
the country. Vidovich trained under for-
mer US national team head coach Wal-
ter Chyzowych, who would later become 
a Wake Forest head coach, as well as a 
US Soccer Hall of Fame inductee. How 
could anyone turn down the opportu-
nity to learn from the best?

Though smaller colleges are a popu-
lar choice for many students at Gilman, 
there are many students, including ath-
letes, that choose to go to big schools 
with big time athletics. Robby Haus ex-
emplifies this notion. Haus, who drew 
interest from many schools including, 
but not limited to, Fairfield, Notre Dame, 
UNC, and Bucknell, chose instead to at-
tend The Ohio State University. Haus 
will be playing lacrosse for the Buckeyes 
starting in the 2012 fall term. Haus said 
that “[he] knew it was the right choice 

BY DYLAN FLAKS

once he stepped on the campus. [He] 
loved the big campus coupled with the 
Big 10, big time athletics.” Robby chose 
OSU not only for the above reasons, but 
also because of the rising competition 
and strength of the East Coast Athletic 
Conference (ECAC). Haus will be com-
peting against the likes of Denver Uni-
versity and Loyola College of Maryland 
amongst others on the lacrosse field, not 
to mention a possible match-up of for-
mer Greyhounds if he goes head to head 
with Denver’s Paul Danko (’10). His 
choice was also influenced by the atmo-
sphere of the locker room: “They preach 
a theme of family, and it made me feel 
extremely welcomed,” Haus noted.  He 
explained through a toothy smile, “Not 
to mention I really like the coaching 
staff – not only how nice they were, but 
also the focus they had.” 

Familiarity will be no problem for 
Jake Matthai in 2012, as he joins a Uni-
versity of North Carolina Tarheels la-
crosse team studded with Baltimore tal-
ent including Gilman’s very own Marcus 
Holman (reigning ACC Freshman of the 
Year, ‘09), Greg McBride (’09), and 2010 
Gilman graduate Duncan Hutchins. 
Matthai will be attending UNC just as 
‘Hounds head coach Brooks Matthews  
(’87, UNC ’91) did. Matthai, however, 
said “Coach Matthews really didn’t have 
much to do with my decision, besides the 
support he gave me.” Matthai’s father, a 
UNC graduate, was the predominant 
influence on his decision, in addition to 
his appreciation of the UNC campus, a 
recurrent theme with this year’s junior 
class of recruits. Jake also had offers 
from two of the remaining three ACC 
schools as well as Johns Hopkins. Know-
ing Holman, Hutchins, and McBride was 
a key factor in deciding in favor of UNC 
over the others for Matthai, remarking, 
“they introduced me to all the guys on 
the team and made me feel like I was al-
ready a part of it.” 

What do Matthai, Harris, and Haus 
have in common? All of them chose a 
college not only based on coaching or 
prestige, but also on campus life. All 
three want the whole college experi-
ence, not to mention the good education, 
which all three of these schools offer. 
This year’s juniors continue the legacy of 
Gilman athletes who have made a con-
scious effort to choose not only a good 
school to develop and hone their athletic 
talents, but also to develop academically 
and have a successful post-collegiate ca-
reer.

Andrew Harris saves a shot (Photo by John Chirikjian).
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Squash Excels at Nationals

BY WILL SHERMAN

Nobody denies the similarities 
between the Ravens and Steelers. Both 
franchises consistently have great de-
fenses, rosters overflowing with talent, 
and run-heavy offenses. Yet, in Ravens 
history, the Steelers have never lost to 
the Ravens in the playoffs, sporting a 
record of 3-0. Furthermore, with Ben 
Roethlisberger, the Steelers are 7-2 in 
their last nine games against Baltimore. 
Granted, a large piece of the Ravens’ 
success lies on the shoulders of Joe 
Flacco, but how else can BaltimorGil-
man improve for the 2011 season? 
Ignoring the possibility of a work 
stoppage for next season, here are the 
Ravens’ most pressing offseason needs:

5.  Another Pass-Rusher
In the NFL, the most successful 

teams can generate pressure on the 
quarterback with only three or four 
down-lineman. Terrell Suggs had a 
fantastic 2010 season, and his future 
in Baltimore certainly looks bright. At 
only 27 years old, he should be fix-
ture on the Ravens’ defense for years 
to come, but Suggs’ presence is not 
enough. The Ravens need another pass-
rusher opposite Suggs, which would 

force opposing teams to think twice 
before assigning an extra blocker to 
Suggs. In addition, the added pass-rush 
would only benefit the Ravens’ suspect 
secondary. With less time to throw the 
ball, the window for opposing receivers 
to get open will shrink, limiting their 
responsibilities of the Ravens’ defense. 

The only hard part? Finding men 
another Terrell Suggs. General Man-
ager Ozzie Newsome has tried to fill 
the franchise’s need for years with 
limited success. Signed as a free-agent, 
Trevor Pryce proved quite useful in his 
first season in Baltimore. He tallied 13 
sacks in 2006, but since then, Pryce has 
struggled.  The Ravens then drafted 
defensive end Paul Kruger in 2009 and 
outside linebacker/defensive end Sergio 
Kindle in 2010. A University of Utah 
product, Kruger has played sparingly, 
while Kindle suffered a fractured skull 
before the 2010 season, and his future 
in Baltimore looks dim. Come April, the 
Ravens will seriously consider select-
ing another pass-rusher in the Draft. 
Ohio State’s Cameron Heyward looks 
to be on Ozzie Newsome’s radar, but of 
course, the pool of free agents shall be 
tempting. Minnesota’s Ray Edwards, 
Green Bay’s Cullen Jenkins and Ma-
thias Kiwanuaka of the Giants will all 
be available.  

4. Wide Receiver
It is a position loaded with talent and 

accomplishments. Anquan Boldin,  T.J. 
Houshmandzadeh, and Derrick Mason 
were the only trio of wide receivers on 
the same team in NFL history to have at 
least 600 career catches. Add maligned 
but talented Donte Stallworth to the 
group, and the Ravens receivers look 
dangerous.  Nevertheless, Baltimore’s 
passing game looked out of sync often 
times in 2010. Joe Flacco should receive 
his share of the blame, but the wide 
receiving core struggled with dropped 
passes and getting open. 

Going forward, the Ravens need to 

acquire speed at wide receiver. Getting 
separation from coverage was certainly 
a problem, but blame can only be placed 
on the receivers’ abilities themselves 
but also their routes. Without a verti-
cal threat, opposing defenses often 
condensed on Baltimore wide receivers 
within 20 yards. In other words, the 
offensive personnel in 2010 failed to 
stretch the defense and utilize Flacco’s 
ability to throw the deep ball. 

3. To Re-Sign Haloti Ngata
Overlooked for the majority of his 

five seasons in Baltimore, Ngata ex-
ploded onto the national scene in 2010. 
He was the most consistent contributor 
for the Ravens defensively, providing a 
productive pass-rush from the defen-
sive tackle position, and Ngata’s ability 
to corral offensive linemen helped Ray 
Lewis and the Ravens’ run defense 
succeed. Ngata will be a free-agent in 
March, and his departure would be 
crippling. Terrence Cody does not yet 
look to be ready to contribute, and 
Kelly Greg is nearing the twilight of his 
career.

2. Offensive Line 
Having allowed 40 sacks, which 

ranks 8th worst in the league, and lead-
ing the tandem of Ray Rice and Willis 
McGahee to a meager 3.8 yards per 
carry, changes need to come. For all his 
hype, Michael Oher struggled mightily 
toward the latter half of 2010. He could 
not handle the pass rush of both the 
Steelers and the Kansas City Chiefs in 
this year’s playoffs. Ideally, Oher should 
move back to the right tackle, where he 
not only played much better in 2009 
but also a position in which mistakes 
aren’t as magnified as left tackle, home 
to Flacco’s blindside. Center Matt Birk 
will likely not return in 2011, as well.  A 
former All-Pro, Birk was a shadow of 
himself this past season. Current right 
guard Chris Chester will likely transi-
tion to center. 

The Ravens will also need to make 
decisions about right tackle Marshall 
Yanda and the oft-injured Jared Gaith-
er. Both offensive linemen have failed to 
play up to high expectations in Balti-
more, and their position of right tackle 
is likely to be occupied by Oher come 
2011.  Expect the Ravens to again look 
to the draft for a left tackle. 

1. Cornerback 
Once again, the position enters the 

offseason with serious question marks. 
Dominique Foxworth, who had been 
the Ravens number one cornerback in 
2009, missed this past season with a 
torn ACL, and his status is still un-
known. In 2010, Lardarius Webb and 
Josh Wilson started at cornerback for 
the Ravens, with Chris Carr providing 
support in obvious passing situations. 
Although the trio exceeded initially low 
expectations, Webb’s blunder against 
Pittsburgh let Antonio Brown set up the 
Steelers’ winning score, and the lack of 
overall talent forced former defensive 
coordinator Greg Mattison to be quite 
conservative. Often times, he deployed 
extra defenders to the secondary, 
unwilling to risk potential one-on-one 
matchups.  As a result, opposing quar-
terbacks were seldom overwhelmed 
by the once vaunted Ravens defense. 
In fact, Baltimore finished this season 
with the fourth fewest sacks in the 
entire NFL, 27. 

Luckily, this offseason presents 
Newsome with numerous options. The 
NFL Draft class of cornerbacks is as 
strong as ever, and if Miami’s Brandon 
Harris is available at #26, the Ravens 
won’t hesitate to take him. That being 
said, Baltimore should also consider 
signing free agent cornerback Nnamdi 
Asomugha. The former Oakland Raider 
is a perennial All-Pro, but will come 
with a hefty price tag. At any rate, the 
Ravens cannot begin 2011 without a 
clear shutdown cornerback. 

BY DANIEL RADOV

What the Ravens Need this Offseason

Haloti Ngata (left) sacks Patriots quar-
terback Tom Brady. (Photo Courtesy of 
Google Images).

Since its inaugural season four years 
ago, Gilman Squash, on both the JV and 
Varsity levels, has yet to lose a match in 
MIAA A Conference play. Their domi-
nance continued again this year, as both 
teams finished  9-0 and were ranked 
number one in their respective divi-
sions. Adds coach Boo Smith (’70), “We 
only lost 2 individual matches.”

Entering 2010-11, the Gilman’s Var-
sity squad, along with Mid-Atlantic ri-
val Mercersburg of Pennsylvania, was 
considered a favorite for this year’s High 
School National Championship held at 
Yale University in New Haven, Connect-
icut. The team’s success was based on 
consistent play, hard work, and, above 
all, senior leadership. Five of the seven 
top seeds were, in fact, seniors. At the 
top of the ladder is Taylor Tutrone (’11), 
ranked 23rd in the nation in the Boys’ 19 
and under category, and below him Da-
vid Hoffman (’11), ranked 21st. Both are 

verbally committed to play at Princeton, 
one of the top squash universities in the 
nation, where they hope to maintain 
their supremacy as two of the sport’s 
rising stars.

The team’s practices in 2010-11 were 
again held at the Meadow Mill Racquet 
Club, where many top schools in the 
greater Baltimore area also train. As a 
result, rival players get to know one an-
other and their games quite well. Famil-
iarity, however did not seemed to help 
Gilman’s opponents. Earlier this past 
season, Hoffman defeated his training 
partner, Mike Mutscheller of Boys’ Lat-
in, in an epic 2-hour match. 

“The team is on another level,” said 
Alex Kouwenhoven of the Park School, 
whose squad was defeated by Gilman’s 
Varsity 7-0 this November. The level of 
experience and determination across 
the board in the Gilman Squash Pro-
gram is simply astounding. 

In its second consecutive National 
Championship appearance, the Grey-
hounds began the tour-
nament on a postive note 
with a 6-1 victory against 
Germantown Friends. Un-
fortunately, such collective 
dominance was short-lived, 
as Gilman won just one 
more match. With a record 
of 2-2, Gilman claimed 7th 
place nationally. Neverthe-
less, believes Coach Smith, 
“In the Nationals, we held 
our own.”

Gilman’s top three seeds 
managed to finish 10-1, with 
David Hoffman (’11) going  
undefeated for the second 
straight year. Concludes 
coach Smith, “There was 
a wonderful atmosphere 
there with so many teams. 
The players knew each oth-

er, so there was a camraderie between 
teams.” 

Varsity Team Builds on Last Year’s 9th Place Finish

Peter Dewire (‘12) prepares for a shot 
(Photo by Daniel Hoffman).
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 On February 4th, the Gilman Indoor 
Track team, led by Coach Foreman, took 
home the Johnnie Foreman Cup for the 
first time in school history. Valuing hard 
work and possessing a determined spirit, 
seniors Bobby Fenwick, Alex Deweese, 
Chris Watson, and Mike Sorensen led 
their team to the championship title. 
Other note-worthy contributors to the 
team’s success included Junior Captains 
Will Meadows and Peter Merritt, who 
really stepped it up this year. 
 According to Coach Foreman, the track 
team included a wide array of strong 
runners, including : Kevin Chen, Sam 
Zunkeler, Matt Schlerf, and Kenny Goins.  
Also included were strong performances 
from the field events, such as Michael 
Kane who took first place in pole vault 
at championships. Finally, the return of 
Taaj Amin helped strengthen Gilman’s 
sprinting squad.  
The outdoor Track and Field has held 
the Gene Hoffman Cup for two years 
straight, named after the longtime head 
coach at Archbishop Curley.  The Indoor 

Indoor Track Takes Home Johnnie Foreman Cup
BY JAMES JOHNSON

Track Team had never won the Johnnie 
Foreman Cup, named after Gilman’s 
own Coach Foreman.  But this year was 
the year. 
 Looking back on this winter season, 
Michael Kane remarked,   “Our team 
seemed to be weaker, but we put in the 
hard work and really came together and 
we were victorious.” Several members 
of the Indoor Track came in first place 
in addition to Michael Kane: Peter Mer-
ritt, Bobby Fenwick, Alex Deweese, Will 
Meadows, and Chris Watson. Summing 
up the season, Chris Watson noted, “we 
had high expectations for this season and 
had trouble reaching them throughout the 
season, but in the end we came through 
all the hype and reached our goals.”
 This Indoor Track season was one 
of perseverance and hard work.  After 
spending countless weeks training in the 
nearly unbearable cold, the track team 
came through. As Matt Schlerf  (‘12) remi-
nisced, “after all the hard work we put in 
it was a great way to win the season.” 

 After a long, exhilarating run, the 
intramural basketball season came to a 
close on Thursday with an epic champion-
ship match between the Seagulls led by 
Sam Stewart and the Terrors led by Joe 
Cahalan.  The game shifted the spotlight 
away from the ongoing interscholastic 
sports and carried it towards the fre-
quently ignored albeit massive world 
of intramural basketball.  Although the 
Seagulls triumphed in the end, students 
and faculty alike return year after year 
for the sheer enjoyment of playing a sport 
they love.
 “It creates a sense of brotherhood 
among teammates," mentions Carter 
Gray ('13).  "That’s why it’s so popular. We 
really have fun out there."  In addition, 
Mr. Honohan, an intramural basketball 
coach, describes his motivation for being 
part of the program.  "It’s wonderful that 
people enjoy it so much. I do it because 
I love basketball, and the program gives 
kids who can’t play basketball elsewhere 

a chance to play."
 But this doesn't imply that the players 
disregard who wins or loses. In fact, the 
court often becomes heated during the 
final matches leading up to the champion-
ship.  "They love the competitive aspect," 
says Mr. Honohan.  "They enjoy getting at 
it with standings. It’s really for pride.”
 The basketball court is also a place 
where many seniors exhibit their team 
leadership as captains.  With nearly a 
fifth of the student body signed up for 
intramural basketball, coaches rely on 
seniors immensely.  Alongside Stewart 
and Cahalan, Tyler Woytowitz, Adam 
Braverman, Adam Barry, Joe Spicer, and 
Quinn Cotter each manage a team for a 
total of eight teams with approximately 
eleven students per team.
 Overall, the casual competition, love 
for the sport, and simply being with 
friends make intramural basketball one 
of the most popular winter sports Gilman 
provides.

Another Succesful Intram 
Hoops Season

BY JOHN CHIRIKJIAN

Top Right: Chris Watson (‘11) leads the pack in the 800m race. Above: John 
Simms (‘13) completes his jump. Photos by John Chirikjian. Below: Joe Cahalan 
(‘11) searches for a way to get a pass by Max Beatty (‘12). Below right: Michael 
Kelly (‘11) stuffs Jake Groenke (‘13). Photos by Rishi Bedi.


